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ON ALMOST PERIODIC SOLUTIONS FOR UNDAMPED
SYSTEMS WITH ALMOST PERIODIC FORCING

GEORGE SEIFERT1

Abstract. Using the method of averaging, we give sufficient

conditions for the existence of an almost periodic solution of an

undamped oscillatory system with almost periodic forcing, and

show that these can be applied to a Duffing equation with almost

periodic forcing provided the nonlinear term is sufficiently small,

and the natural frequency of the linear part of the system is included

in the set of Fourier exponents of the forcing function.

It is well known that the real linear second order scalar differential

equation x" + x = /(/), with / almost periodic (a.p. for short), cannot

have almost periodic solutions, or even a solution bounded on the real

line, whenever 1 is a Fourier exponent of/.

It is the purpose of this note to obtain a result which will show that for

such so-called resonance cases, there exist sufficiently small perturbations

of this equation, involving only functions of x which have a.p. solutions.

More precisely, if/has Fourier exponent 1 and one of the corresponding

coefficients of the sine or cosine term in the Fourier series is zero, then

there exist positive numbers v and e0 = e0(v) such that for 0 < e ^ e0 the

equation

(1) x" + x - evx + €3x3 =/(0

will have an a.p. solution. The magnitude of v is proportional to the

absolute value of the Fourier coefficient corresponding to the Fourier

exponent 1 in the series for/. This a.p. solution is unstable in the sense of

exhibiting the so-called saddle-point property, and the suprema of its

absolute value and that of its derivative over all real t become unbounded

as e —>- 0.

This property of (1) seems interesting for cases where /has a sequence

{Xk}, k = 1, 2, • • • , of Fourier exponents, X\ < 1, and X\ -* 1 as k —*■ co.
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Thus for any such Xk with 1 — k\ < e0v there exists a positive ek =

(1 — Xl)/v, for which (1) has an a.p. solution, and yet we have resonance

with the linear parf of (1). It appears, therefore, that the nonlinearity

e3x3 destroys this resonance effect, but that as e -> 0 the resonance with

the cos t or sin t term in any case takes over and the a.p. solutions become

unbounded, as might be expected.

Our primary tool for obtaining our general result is the method of

averaging; cf. [1, pp. 186-190]. In fact, we use a slightly modified version

of Theorem 3.1 on p. 190 of this reference; the additional hypothesis on

/(t, x, e) that it be a.p. in t uniformly for (x, e) in compact subsets of Rn X

[0, co) seems to be required in the proof of this theorem.2 Here, and

henceforth, we denote by R the set of all real numbers, by Rn the set of all

real w-vectors, and if x e Rn, by \x\ a convenient norm in Rn. We also

denote by m(g(t)) the mean value of the a.p. function g(t); i.e.,

where x, g(x, e) andp(i) are in Rn, A is a n X n real matrix similar to a

diagonal matrix with pure imaginary entries, C(t) andp(t) are a.p.,g and its

first partials with respect to x are continuous on Ä° X [0, oo), and e ^ 0.

Let

has a solution y such that the eigenvalues of C„ + (dg0/dy)(y) all have real

parts different from zero. Then there exists an e0 > 0 such that for each

e, 0 ^ e ^ e0, equation (2) has an a.p. solution x(t, e) such that

\x(t, e) — etAy\ ->■ 0 as e -*> 0 uniformly for t e R.

Proof.   Put x = etAy and after simplification, (2) becomes

(2)

(i) C0 = m(e-tAC(t)etA),

(ü) goCv) = m(e tAg(etAy, 0)), and

(iii) b0 = m(e~tAp(t)),

and suppose the equation

(2.1) C0y + g0(y) + b0 = 0

(3) / = ee-tA[C(t)etAy + g(eiAy, e) + p(t)].

' Added in proof. Since this paper was submitted, it has been determined that the

additional hypothesis to Theorem 3.1 in [1] need only be that f(t, x, e) -*f(t, x, 0) as

e -*■ 0 uniformly for (t, x) in R x K, K any compact set in Rn.
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We now average the right side of (3) and obtain y' = e [C0y + g0(y) + b0]

and the theorem now follows immediately from our hypotheses and

Theorem 3.1, p. 190, in [1], suitably amended as above; it is important to

observe that etA is a.p.

By simple changes of variables, certain other equations can be put into

the form of (2). For example, consider

(4) y' = (A + eC(t))y + h(y) + e*p(t)

where A, C, p are as above, h has continuous first partials on Rn and

satisfies h(y) = 0(\j|2) as \y\ -*> 0, and e > 0. If we put y = ex, then

h(ex) = e2g(y, e) and (4) becomes, after dividing by e,

(5) x' "= (A + eC(t))x + eg{y, e) + ep(t)

which is in the form of (2).

Also if C, A, andp are as above, and A is a polynomial in the compo-

nents of x of degree m ^ 1, then the equation

(6) / = (A + eC(t))y + emh(y) + p{t),      e > 0,

can be put into the form of (2) by the change of variable y = xje, and

multiplying the resulting equation by e. We note that here g(y, 0) =

lime^0 emh(y/e) depends only on the coefficients of the terms of degree m

in the polynomial h, and that (6) can be regarded as a certain perturbation

of the linear system y' = Ay + p(t), where no conditions are placed on

sup|/>(/% teR.

Using this last change of variables, we show that equation (1) can be

considered in terms of an equivalent system of the form of (2). Let the

real-valued a.p./in (1) have Fourier series

00

/~ 2 ai cos Ajt + bj sin Xjt,      Xx = 1.

Multiplying (1) by e > 0, putting ex = y, we obtain

(7) y" + y - evy + ey* = ef(t),

and consider the usual

(8) y[ = y»

With

and

equivalent system, defined also for e = 0:

yk= -yi + <vyi -y? 4-/(0)-
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we compute

C - ^° ~v\

°~2\v or

and equation (2.1) becomes essentially the system

-4vy2 + 3(y2 + yt)y2 - 4b, = 0,

4vy, - 3(y\ + y\)yi + 4a, = 0.

Suppose bx = 0, ax > 0. We seek a solution of (9) withy2 = 0; i.e., we

seek solutions of

(10) -4vyi + 3y\ = 4av

If v > (9c,/2)2/3, then this equation has 3 real roots, one of which, say

yx, satisfies y1 < 0, 4v/9 < y\ < 4vj3. We have, taking y — (yt, 0),

V °     3y \r/2 - 9y2/8 0 /

Since the eigenvalues of this matrix are real, distinct from zero (in fact,

of opposite sign), we can apply Theorem 1 and conclude the existence of an

a.p. solution of (1) for e > 0 and sufficiently small. Clearly the cases

ax < 0, b, = 0, and ax = 0, l^l 5^ 0 will yield, upon similar treatment,

the same conclusion. Thus we have essentially proved

Theorem 2. Let axbx = 0, \ax + bx\ = fi > 0, and v any fixed number

satisfying v > (9p;/2)2/3. Then there exists €0 = e0(v) > 0, such that for

0 < e ^ e0, equation (1) has an a.p. solution x(t, e) with saddle-point type

stability. Further, ex(t, e) — (yx cos / + y2 sin t) ->- 0 as e-*0 where

yx j£ 0 is as above and y2 = 0 if ax 9^ 0, b, = 0, while y2 ^ 0, yx = 0 in

case ax = 0, bx ^ 0.

It is clear that the same existence theorem can be obtained for a non-

autonomous equation of the form of (1) with v replaced by v + q(t), q(t)

any real-valued a.p. function not having 2 as a Fourier exponent. This

true because in that case the matrix C0 turns out to be the same as before.

The saddle-point type stability of the a.p. solution x(t, e) of (1) follows

from the fact that the eigenvalues of the matrix (11) are real and of opposite

sign; for further details, cf. [1].
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Finally, we remark that the condition in Theorem 2 that either ax or Z>,

be zero is not really required; if both are nonzero, we can clearly find a

number co such that f(t + co) will have a Fourier series where either ax or

Z>! is zero. We may then use the new time variable t = t + co and obtain

the same conclusion, since clearly x(t) is a.p. if and only if x(t + co) is.
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